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• Complimentary accompanying CD of world music recorded by SOAS students

A richly illustrated portrait of SOAS, the School of Oriental and African Studies, part of the University of London. The book reflects the school's exceptional nature and captures first-hand memories, anecdotes and memorabilia from all those who have worked and studied at SOAS and the remarkable set of people who have passed through its doors. An added bonus is the CD of music recorded by SOAS graduates, which accompanies the book.

Professor Hugh Baker studied at SOAS, gaining his BA in Chinese and PhD in Oriental Studies (1967). He was Lecturer in Chinese at SOAS for many years, until he retired as Professor Emeritus of Chinese in 2002. He is currently Professor of Humanities at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Dr. Charles Tripp did his postgraduate studies at SOAS and joined its department of Economic and Political Studies in 1986, becoming Reader in Politics in 2002. He works chiefly on the politics of the Arab states - most recently on Iraq - and on contemporary Islamic political thought.